
 

School Start Time Tasks Force Meeting 
Minutes 

January 16, 2019 
3:15 pm 

DSMS Headmaster’s Conference Room 

 
In Attendance: Michael Jaffe, Laura Dayal, Dawn Fattore, Kevin Scannell, Andrew Keough, John Smith, 
Hannah Wright, Judi Miller and Amanda Brown 
 

Not Present: Jennifer Ryan, Leonie Glen 
 

 
1. Welcome. Dr. Keough welcomed attendees and went over the intended timing of the meeting along 

with, reiterating to committee members who were not at the previous meeting, that the group is not a 
school committee subcommittee but rather a superintendent’s advisory group. 
  

2. Emails. Michael Jaffe distributed more emails from community members to the Task Force.  
   

3. School Committee Presentation. On January 15th the Task Force presented to the Joint School 
Committees their findings and data to support starting middle school and high school later and advised 
that it would at a later date make one or more recommendations for start time changes. This presentation 
was mostly to inform the School Committees of the Task Force findings.  
 

4. Sharing the Information.  Members discussed ways to inform teachers, students and other DS 
community members of the Task Force findings and recommendations. Teachers at all four schools will 
have meetings and be informed on all new updates as soon as possible. For students, Kevin Scannell will 
be constructing a youtube video to explain the facts on adolescent sleep time as well as explaining the 
lack of sleep Dover-Sherborn students get. 
   

5. The Working Groups. The Task Force originally was divided into three subgroups to review various 
aspects of the start time issue (research, work of other districts, and surveys).  These three groups will be 
shifted into two groups. One will look at various scenarios, schedule structured and options while the 
other will focus on communications such as presentations, surveys and updating the website.  
 

6. Next Meeting.  January 30, 2019 @ 3:15 
 
Respectfully submitted by Kevin Scannell 


